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3G Wireless Internet service is now
available across North America. Call
Zumasys to get connected today!

Mobilize your workforce today with the Sierra AirCard, a 3G Wireless Internet connection, and Citrix MetaFrame XP
remote-access software.

Learn more at the Zumasys Technical Session at the Spectrum Show

Tuesday, February 18, 2003 • 10:30 a.m.–12:00 p.m. • Hyatt Islandia Resort Hotel • San Diego, CA

Requires Spectrum conference registration: call 858-551-7855 or register online at www.intl-spectrum.com

Check out the latest wireless tablets and PCs now available from Zumasys

Airpanel 100 Tablet – $995

• Full screen tablet PC from
Viewsonic, the leader in 
visual technology 

• Windows CE.NET, 128MB
RAM, handwriting recognition
software, 2.5 lbs & 10˝ screen 

Fujitsu P1110 Notebook – $1,199

• The smallest wide-format touch
screen notebook on the market

• Windows XP, 256MB RAM, 30GB
hard drive, 2 lbs & 8.9˝ screen

Panasonic Toughbook 28 – $3,459

• Ruggedized outdoor notebook
designed to work in 140˚ temps

• Windows XP, 256MB, 30GB 
hard drive, dust resistant, shock-
mounted HDD & 13.3˝ screen 

WHEREVER YOU AREWHEREVER YOU ARE

Sierra AirCard – $399

• Wireless Internet card for use in
most notebooks, tablets and PDAs

• Use the Sierra AirCard to access
Sprint, Verizon & T-Mobile data
networks at speeds up to 144kbps

BRING THE OFFICE TO YOU

Zumasys, Inc. | 20472 Crescent Bay Drive, Suite 104 | Lake Forest, CA 92630 | Phone: 949-334-0287 | Fax: 949-334-0288 | Email: sales@zumasys.com | Web: www.zumasys.com

Visit the Zumasys booth at the
International Spectrum Show
February 17–19, 2003 
Hyatt Islandia Resort Hotel
San Diego, CA

Visit the Zumasys booth at the
International Spectrum Show 
February 17–19, 2003 
Hyatt Islandia Resort Hotel
San Diego, CA



Throughout history, posters have been used to communicate messages concisely

and often beautifully. Take the poster illustrated here. It pays homage to the

works of David Lance Goines in the 1970s. A leader in the free speech move-

ment, his linear style and pastel colors express the concept of freedom. 

A concept that, with jBASE, you’ll actually be able to experience firsthand.

The Freedom 
To Soar.

The set of four limited edition jBASE posters is available – visit www.jBASE.com.

With jBASE – the remarkably

liberating multidimensional 

database – there are no limits to

where you can go. Your world

class applications can now run on

your choice of database: jBASE,

Oracle, SQL Server or DB2

without modification and can 

easily share data with other 

applications using those

databases. The freedom you

enjoy with jBASE means that

you can deploy anywhere in the

world in any language and on all

major operating systems. So why

live another day under the

constraints of your current 

technology when you can be

truly set free with jBASE? 

To learn more, call

1-877-999-5227 or email

info@jBASE.com.
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registered trademark and MultiVal-

ue is a trademark of IDBMA Inc.

All other registered trademarks and

trademarks are the property of the

respective trademark holders.

f e a t u r e s
SPECTRUM SPOTLIGHT: MITS Embarks on an Era of
Growth With New Technology Advancements, an Eager
Market and Assertive Reseller Channel
Thriving companies take business analysis seriously, driving the growing need for
business intelligence (BI) and online analytical processing (OLAP) tools. MITS
answers that need for the MultiValue community with a low-cost, high-performance
BI/OLAP solution.

THE GOTO DEBATE AND STATEMENT LABELS
The question of when, where and if GOTO statements should be used sparks a hot
debate in the MultiValue community.  BY MARK JOHNSON

CORPORATE REPORT: RAINING DATA CORPORATION
Spectrum magazine talks with Raining Data about how it’s weathered the last year, 
a major new market initiative — TigerLogic XDMS — and the company's future.

WEBONOMICS 101: SNIFFING AROUND—WHERE DO
HACKERS BEGIN?
Continuing with helping you examine your computer system's security, this issue's
topic is the use of port scanners and sniffers and how these passive tools can help 
you analyze your network.  BY MELVIN SORIANO

PDA SECURITY
If your handheld computer gets lost or stolen, what's going to happen to the valuable
information it carries? Find out about security options available for PDAs.  
BY NATHAN RECTOR

ONGROUP: NEW COMPANY EASES THE MIGRATION
PATH TO ORACLE
A merger between former competitors Blacksmith/ONCorp and Cuebic Inc. results in
a new player in the MultiValue market.

LEGACY CORNER: English (Recall/Access/UniQuery)
Reports in Data/Basic
While much effort is spent to have the MV query language (MQL as English, 
UniQuery, Access, etc.) be responsible for the majority of columnar reports — and
data files are designed for this goal — many reports need to be done within
Data/Basic. BY MARK JOHNSON

SPECTRUM 2003: SHOWCASING THE NEW WORLD 
OF CHOICE
The Spectrum 2003 exhibition and conference showcases all the options the MultiValue
industry has to offer from Web integration to Windows integration tools and every-
thing in between. Plus, get great education and meet the companies that are making 
it happen.

HISTORY OF MULTIVALUE, CHAPTER 9: The UniData
Relational Database
Today, the "U2" products — UniVerse and UniData — peacefully co-exist. But that
wasn't the case when UniData first hit the scene in 1989.  BY GUS GIOBBI
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Cover Story

MultiValue
and XML: A
Natural Fit

In the near future, 

disparate computers

will talk to each other

in XML. And guess

what? MultiValue 

practitioners are in a

great position because 

XML was tailor made

for MultiValue.

BY STEVE VANARSDALE
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magazine’s editorial mission is to be the premier independent source of
useful information for users, developers, and resellers of MultiValue data-
base management systems, open systems business database solutions,
and related hardware, software, and peripherals. Published bimonthly,
International Spectrum provides comprehensive coverage of the products,
companies, and trends that shape the MultiValue marketplace as well as
the computer industry at large — helping its readers  get the most out of
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NEWS RELEASES/UNSOLICITED ARTICLES
International Spectrum is eager to print your submissions of up-to-the-minute
news and feature stories complementary to the MultiValue marketplace.
Black and white or color photographs are welcome. Although there is no
guarantee a submitted article will be published, every article will be con-
sidered. International Spectrum retains all reprint rights.

International Spectrum is a registered trademark and MultiValue is a trade-
mark of IDBMA Inc. All other registered trademarks and trademarks are the
property of the respective trademark holders.

In February, the Spectrum Show will be 23 years old, and it will mark the
30th year I've personally been involved in the MultiValue market. When I
talk about that with friends, I always say that means either I'm too stupid
to know when to quit or I know something that everybody else doesn't.

There have been many times over the last few years when it looked like
curtains for our industry, but in retrospect, I should have known there
was never anything to worry about. Once the investment in the business
rules of MV application software was made years ago, it was destined that
the market would demand that somebody step up to the bar to find ways
to bring those rules forward as technology evolved. In short, companies
may come and go, but the MV applications will remain as long as some-
body finds a way to connect them to the present.

Nothing substantiates this theory more than the gradual disappearance of
the word "migration" from our lexicon. We went through the period
where the perception was that you had to migrate away from MV to
something else if you wanted to stay current. Today, the rest of the world
sees the value of our applications, and instead of trying to entice us to
migrate, we are being "invited to come as we are" to the mainstream by
no less than the likes of Microsoft with .NET.

But the rest of the world may have a shock coming. We've always been
an independent bunch because we've had to do it all alone for a long,
long time. MV people also don't like to lose control or have mainstream
licensing restrictions. I think that's why there are no less than 30 major
new connectivity software tools being demonstrated at the Spectrum
Show next month. The MV developers have once again created their own
ways to connect to the "mainstream," and that's why we've chosen the
theme "Tying It All Together" for 2003.

I hope you'll join us at the annual Spectrum Show to see this phenomenon
for yourself. Log on to www.intl-spectrum.com to see the great

new program we've put together for you this year. You'll
update your personal knowledge base, make new business
connections, and make new acquaintances in the informal,

relaxing environment of San Diego in February.

Hey! Is it possible that we're actually the main-
stream? See you there!

[ F R O M  T H E I N S I D E ]
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MV•BASE

—  G U S  G I O B B I ,  C H A I R M A N ,  I D B M A ,  I N C .  —
gus@int l - spec t rum.com

February 17 - 20, 2003
Hyatt Islandia Resort Hotel I San Diego, California

To register: www.intl-spectrum.com 

The 23nd Annual 
Gathering of the MultiValue 

Software Industry
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‘PICK’ and it isn’t ‘PICK on UNIX.’ We

never designed UniData as just a copy of

PICK on top of UNIX like VMark Software

did! UniData is truly a relational DBMS.

After a year of theoretical research, study and

testing, we introduced the most advanced

relational technology; the SQL implementa-

tion on the nested relational data model,

along with many Windows-based 4GL and

networking tools. We have never consid-

ered UniData as just another PICK player,

nor do we want to exist exclusively in the

PICK market!”

Then in 1997, under the old familiar head-

ing of “if you can’t lick ’em - join ’em,”

Unidata and VMark Software merged and

eventually became Ardent Software.

Ardent was later acquired by Informix,

which was subsequently acquired by IBM,

and thus Unidata ended its long journey in

IBM’s U2 portfolio where it resides today.

Because UniVerse and UniData customers

are fiercely loyal to their chosen database,

IBM has continued the business practice

of keeping the two separate and maintain-

ing both; so even though they peacefully

coexist under one company, the rivalry is

destined to continue among the people

who use them. IS

B Y  G U S  G I O B B I

History
MultiValue

The
of

C H A P T E R  9

The UniData Relational Database
ketplace.” And so it was that amid much

fanfare in 1989, the company entered the

market with UniData, its relational database

management system based on UNIX.

But the company soon realized that for a

database management system to be successful,

it would have to have a stable of mature verti-

cal market applications built around it; and if

done from scratch, would require a long, dif-

ficult and expensive evolution. After coming

to this realization, Unidata decided to main-

tain its long-term “mainstream” goal, but to

focus in the short term to develop tools that

would allow already developed applications to

run in their database environment.

After assessing the state of the market,

Unidata developed software tools that

allowed applications developed for PICK

and Prime Information to run under the

UniData RDBMS, then later acquired the

popular System Builder fourth generation

application development system, and the

rest as they say, is history. 

Although Unidata protested vehemently to

any linking of the company’s future to the

PICK market, that was the side the bread

was buttered on. In 1990, when asked what

Unidata’s greatest challenge was, Ming Yue

exploded. “First of all, UniData is not

Today we know

UniVerse and

UniData as the 

peacefully co-existing

“U2” databases owned by

IBM, but in the begin-

ning, the two concepts

were at the center of

fierce competition. This

installment of the History

of MultiValue concen-

trates on the origins of

UniData and how it

became involved in the

MV industry.

Founded in 1984 by Ming Yue, the compa-

ny called Unidata set off to “create the next-

generation relational database platform.”

The goal was to then take that product and

“compete in the mainstream RDBMS mar-



Register by 
January 20th 

and Save 
$200.00!

Welcome to 
the New World 
of Choice!

New This Year!
mvToolChest!

Presenting the Top 30 MultiValue Software Tools

I N T E R N A T I O N A L  S P E C T R U M ’ S  2 0 0 3         C O N F E R E N C E  &  E X H I B I T I O N

New Technology, Products and Services Invite
Web Integration Without Reengineering

February 17 - 20, 2003 I Hyatt Islandia Resort Hotel I San Diego, California

The 23nd Annual 
Gathering of the MultiValue 

Software Industry

The 23nd Annual 
Gathering of the MultiValue 

Software Industry
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SPECTRUM 2003Showcasing the New Wor
T H E  M U L T I V A L U E  F A I T H F U L  N O  L O N G E R have to weigh the pros and cons of migration.

With today’s options, taking advantage of the Web is just a choice away. There’s a treasure trove of products and services

from MultiValue providers that enable Web integration without reengineering. And you can see them all in one place —

Spectrum 2003, which will be held in San Diego, February 17-20, 2003.

With recent acquisitions, mergers, and new products, the Spectrum show has been infused with fresh energy. Hear 

companies like IBM, jBASE International, and Raining Data talk about their products, future directions and strategies.

Database Management System suppliers VIA Systems and Northgate Information Solutions will also be on hand to give

updates on UniVision and Reality, respectively.

The conference features a new event,
mvToolChest, which will profile more
than 30 of the top MultiValue tools (see
sidebar). Developers and end users can
also enhance their store of knowledge with
information-packed sessions including:

◆ Learn about HTML, VBA, Java and
JavaScript from the MultiValue Develop-
er’s Point of View 

◆ Programming Personal Digital Assistants

◆ MultiValue Web Development Tools:
An Independent Review and Assessment

◆  How to “Browser-Enable” Your 
MultiValue Applications

◆  Hidden Secrets of Revelation’s
OpenInsight for Workgroups, Raining
Data’s mvDesigner and jBASE

◆  Advanced Dictionary Building— 
Creating Complex I-Descriptors

◆  Marketing Your MultiValue Solution
to Main Street

◆  Working With XML in the Real World

◆  Advanced Redback Coding

tuesdayTUESDAY F e b r u a r y  1 8 ,  2 0 0 3

SPECIAL EVENTS

In addition to being held in idyllic
San Diego (with whale watching and
fishing tours offered right next door
to the hotel), Spectrum 2003 will have
special events such as wine and cheese
tasting on the exhibition floor, the Mul-
tiValue Luncheon, and the Spectrum
Sweepstakes with free giveaways.

◆  IBM U2 Users

◆  EpixTech/Dynix Users

◆  jBASE Users

◆  Datatel Users

◆  Raining Data Users

◆  CCS Users

◆  Reality Users

◆  CUBS Users

◆  Revelation Users 

◆  Epicor Users

◆  UniVision Users

◆  Switching to Wireless Networking:
Does It Make Sense for You

◆  Writing CGI (Common Gateway
Interface) Programs for the Web

◆  Mobilize Your Workforce with a 3G
Mobile Internet Connection & Citrix
MetaFrame XP

◆  Interfacing Your MV Software With
Microsoft Office

KNOWLEDGE-BASE
ROUNDTABLES — 
An Opportunity to Network

Spectrum 2003 is also an opportunity
to network and brainstorm with others
who use the same technologies, share
common challenges, and ask similar
questions. The “Knowledge Base
Roundtables,” being held February 18
and 19, allow you to make connections
during breakfast at the table of your
choice. The following special interest
groups will be featured:

February 17 - 20, 2003 I Hyatt Islandia Resort Hotel I San Diego, California

T H E  2 0 0 3  C O N F E R E N C E



FEBRUARY 17 - 20Call 858/551-7855 or Register On-line
WWW.INTL-SPECTRUM.COM

obstacles that have plagued other
approaches. Informer accesses the data
using the UniObjects API so it requires
no intermediary file such as ODBC. It
also uses its own Meta or dictionary
file, allowing end users a way around
the U2 dictionary entries. Also, because
it uses a Web-based, Outlook-like user
interface, it is intuitively easy to use
and overcomes user anxiety.

ViaDuct - Move from Terminal
Emulation to Windows Integration

ViaDuct, the Windows integration tool
from Via Systems, allows end users and
developers to import, export, and
manipulate MultiValue data. With its
innovative “wizards,” ViaDuct provides
low-cost entry to Web connectivity,
GUI screen enhancements and more.
Learn how to use the TCL wizardry to
generate Excel charts and graphs, and
HTML documents and tables, without
programming. You can see how the File
Transfer Wizard is used to import data
from a variety of Windows and non-
MultiValue sources. The mvExplorer
Windows interface is used to drag and
drop items between the MultiValue
and Windows world.

Instantly Web Enable Your Appli-
cation with Tarantella

By using Tarantella Inc.’s Tarantella as
an infrastructure layer, you can focus on
what you do best—new functionality
and features. Embedding Tarantella elim-
inates the need to worry about changes
in how people access your application.
Whether it is a fat client, thin client,
wireless device, portal, local or remote
access, Tarantella gives your application
optimal performance. Key benefits of
using Tarantella’s technology are:

◆ No client software to install

◆ Increased security

◆ Application deployment without 
touching client desktops

◆ Ability to integrate application 
into a portal

◆ Single sign on

◆ Remote access for mobile/home 
workforce, including printing

DataReady - A New MultiValue
Reporting Tool

Today, information has to be real-time,
mobile and above all, easy to use. The
reports need to be usable in multiple for-
mats (for example, Web, Excel, printouts)
and with different desktop environments.
DataReady, from Eagle Rock Informa-
tion Systems, is a new reporting tool that
uses WebWizard or other Web integra-
tion software to make it easier for users
to create ad hoc reports. 

Visage - An Evolution in 
Software Development

The Visage Application Development
Framework (from Stamina Software) can
be used to leverage existing database designs
and Basic code to produce 21st century
ultra-thin client GUI applications that can
be deployed on a high-speed LAN, corpo-
rate WAN or the Internet.

You’ll be able to see how the drag and
drop database integration of the Visage
Designer allows you to produce function-
al prototypes in minutes, without any
coding. The prototypes can be incremen-
tally enhanced in an interactive manner
to produce a full-featured solution in a
fraction of the time required with other
technologies.

Informer - Web-based
Report/Query Tool

Informer, from Entrinsik, is a tool that
allows decision makers to retrieve the
right information quickly and economi-
cally from their robust U2 database
applications. Informer overcomes the key

◆  Web Enabling Tools

◆  VAR Roundtable

◆  Reporting Tools

◆  Consultant’s Roundtable

◆  PDA Programming

◆  Peddler’s Roundtable

◆  Wireless Programming

◆  Marketing Roundtable

◆  XML Programming

◆  Java Programming

wednesdayWEDNESDAY F e b r u a r y  1 9 ,  2 0 0 3

rld of Choice

mvToolChest 
Features 30 Top 
MultiValue Tools

At the Spectrum 2003 confer-
ence, you'll be able to get up
close and personal with more
than 30 of the top tools the
MultiValue world has to offer.
You'll get the chance to see
what your options are, hear
about all their features, and get
a feel for what the product can do
for you. From tools that simplify
Web application development
to products that allow you to
create PDA applications for use
with MultiValue data, here’s a
sneak preview of what’s in 
the mvToolChest.
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gration” with existing business applica-
tions. Concerto maximizes your com-
petitive advantage, enabling you to
leverage your existing MV applications
as well as rapidly develop from scratch.

Accuterm2K2 GUI - Converting
Applications from Text- to Full
Blown Multi-Form Windows

Accuterm2K2 GUI allows the Multi-
Value programmer to write Windows,
Visual Basic style programs using a
GUI Designer and MultiValue BASIC
code. The only database and language
you need is MultiValue. Its MAIN-
EVENT feature turns your application
into a multiform, multitasking Win-
dows application that runs right beside
all the other Windows programs.

ODBC - Standards-based Data
Interchange With Mainstream
Windows Reporting Tools

There are many options in reporting,
but, according to @BetterResults, an
exclusive North American distributor of
ViaODBC, none makes more sense
than using ODBC for the Extract,
Transform and Load (ETL) interface.
@BetterResults will show ODBC pro-
viding a real-time interface between
your data and the rest of the world.
Live examples will be demonstrated
using a MultiValue database with Crys-
tal Reports, Excel and an exciting new
product called XL Reporter.

SQL Server based data cubes populated
with real time MultiValue information
will also be shown along with industry
leading Proclarity, a GUI-based drill
down business intelligence tool.

mvQuery - The Reporting Tools
That Understands MultiValues 

Implementing an effective reporting
solution involves more than installing
reporting tools. Obtaining the best
value from your reporting investments
requires a sound information strategy.
MMT MultiValue Solutions’ mvQuery
provides practical measures for address-
ing the competing reporting needs across
your information community. See how
you can identify techniques for deliver-
ing a secure and maintainable reporting
solution to satisfy different classes of
information stakeholders and add value
to new and legacy applications.

MITS - Interactive Reporting/
OLAP for MultiValue Systems

From the character-based transactional
report generators that are built in to all
MultiValue systems to the more recent
GUI and Web-based presentations,
there has been quite an effort over the
years to enhance report generation.
However, the underlying method of
data retrieval is still based on time-con-
suming extraction methodology that
may run through a large number of
records to report data. 

MITS, from Management Information
Tools Inc., is the standard Business
Intelligence reporting tool for MultiVal-
ue users worldwide. It uses On-Line
Analytical Processing (OLAP) to pres-
ent report data in response times meas-
ured in seconds and in a much more
useful and interactive reporting format. 

Concerto Universal - An Easy,
Standards-based Web Solution

Concerto Universal, a Java Application
Server, is touted as the first true, stan-
dards-based Web development tool for
MV e-business applications. For most
organizations, E-business means “inte-

UnForm and sdStor Offer
Dynamic Graphical Enhance-
ments and Report Archiving

UnForm, from SDSI, is a software
product that provides dynamic graphi-
cal enhancements to text reports and
form prints. It can be used to add laser
forms and presentation quality reports,
as well as PDF versions of the same, to
nearly any application.

SdStor is a companion report archiving
product that stores reports and pro-
vides extensive retrieval capabilities. 

See how you can use both products to
save paper and mailing costs, stream-
line document processing and add pol-
ish to output.

jWB, jBASE’s New Web Builder
System

jBASE Web Builder delivers fast, Web-
based application development, allow-
ing you to extend your MultiValue
applications to the Web or add more
capabilities to your existing Web devel-
opment. jBASE Web Builder empowers
jBASE developers to create industry-
strength business applications using
Internet technology.

mvMobile - Create PDA Applica-
tions That Use MultiValue Data

PDAs are steadily working their way
into the MultiValue marketplace.
mvMobile, from Natec Systems, is a
new software utility that allows you to
easily create PDA applications that use
your MultiValue data. You’ll see first-
hand how mvMobile lets you create
PDA programs that will access Multi-
Value data. Highlights include creating
wireless applications and syncing infor-
mation with your MultiValue database.

SPECTRUM 2003Showcasing the New World of Choice
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Building HTML and XML Servers
With WebWizard

WebWizard, the Web development
environment from VIA Systems, allows
MultiValue programmers to generate
and maintain “live” HTML responses
from their MultiValue database. Web-
Wizard can also generate XML responses,
and issue XML requests, allowing Mul-
tiValue programs to interact with the
World Wide Web. The WebWizard
“wizards” can also be used to generate
Web output and update screens based
on existing files and dictionaries 
without any programming required.

TotaLink - Credit Processing
Solution

The Internet has impacted not only the
way we do business but also the pitfalls
many developers fall into when imple-
menting on-line credit authorizations.
TotaLink, from Total Computing 
Solutions, can be integrated into retail
POS, Mail Order/Telephone Order and
E-commerce solutions.

WADE - Webcentric Application
Development Environment

OHM Systems’ WADE deploys business
solutions using the browser in an n-tier
technology environment. With a Java
middleware and a MultiValue backend,
the environment provides rules-based,
real-time solutions for the browser.

Features include on-line real-time valida-
tion; built-in search engines; work flow;
internal comments; field level security;
email; fax; graphs; interface to drawings;
Excel and documents, and hooks to
other intra/Internet sites. This tool runs
on Windows, UNIX and Linux.

1MAGE Demonstrates Benefits
of Document Imaging

1MAGE utilizes the MultiValue data-
base to make the payoff for document
imaging quicker. 1mage Software will
show how document imaging can bene-
fit your company with more efficient
and effective management of receivables,
payables and all other vital documents,
as well as improved customer service.

PRC - A Complete Software Con-
figuration Management Tool for
MultiValue Software Development

PRC is a soup-to-nuts solution, encom-
passing the equivalent of up to a dozen
mainstream SCM tools. From SJ+ Sys-
tems Associates, PRC handles it all—
from problem reporting, traditional
project management, source control,
test management, automatic deploy-
ment with rollback and a host of tools
and utilities—to make managing the
development life-cycle cleaner and 
software better.

Mvinternet Connects MultiValue
Databases to the Web Using
DATA/BASIC Programs

Mvinternet, by Pixius Communications,
allows you to connect to the Web using
your own DATA/BASIC programs. You
can use your favorite Web authoring
tool to develop Web pages, and with
the insertion of a few hooks into the
document, your Web server will be
running your DATA/BASIC programs
to generate Web content.

mv://e-Store - An Integrated 
e-Commerce Package for 
MultiValue Applications

E-Commerce is much more than just
posting a form and emailing an order
to your sales clerk. You need to be able
to offer items that are on hand and
offer the appropriate discounts to your
customers as well as assess shipping
charges and taxes.

With mv://e-Store, from Eagle Rock
Information Systems, you can use your
existing MV order entry, inventory, and
accounting systems to properly inform
your customers. Mv://e-Store enables
you to quickly offer some of the most
common features found in standard
shopping cart software. You can connect
it to your database using WebWizard or
the integration tool of your choice. 
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Who Owns Me?
Losing a PDA is more common than the
theft of one, so taking some precautions to
make sure an honest person can return it
to you isn’t a bad plan. Always enter your
contact information in the owner fields,
found in Preferences on a Palm and under
the Personal tab on a Pocket PC. This
allows people that find your PDA to
return it to you.

San Francisco Airport’s Lost and Found
says making contact information available
on a PDA makes it much easier to return it

when lost: “Smart PDA owners have their
contact information appear when you turn
the device on, or they have a business card
in the case.”

Pocket PC has a nice feature that lets you
display your owner information when the
device is turned on, even if you have acti-
vated password protection. Although
Palm owner information is stored in Pref-
erences, if you turn on the password lock-
out feature, a Palm will display owner
information along with a password request
when activated. 

Built-In Security
Palm OS-based devices and Pocket PCs
both come with a password protection
option. Turning it on not only protects
your data, but it might discourage
would-be thieves from making off with
your organizer.

The Palm security application — found
on the main menu of a Palm — lets you
mark records such as addresses, calendar
entries, or memos as private and then
hides them. You can also assign a password
to your device that unlocks and shows
hidden records.

You can also use the same security applica-
tion to lock your device so that someone
must enter a password to get to any applica-
tion on the Palm. The only problem is that
you have to specifically run the security
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PDASecurity
B Y  N A T H A N  R E C T O R

P I C T U R E  Y O U R S E L F  I N  A  C R I T I C A L  business

meeting with the most important movers and shakers in the

company. You’re called on for a final project delivery date,

reach for your trusty Palm handheld ... and it’s gone!! 

This may not happen to you, though the more important

question is, what plans have you made should it happen?

Buying new hardware and syncing data to a new handheld

is easy; in fact this might be considered one of the Palm’s

greatest strengths. However, the scary part of losing your

handheld is what happens to the information it carries? Your

friends, family, spouse and kids’ contact information? Your

daily schedule, project data and client list? Credit card and

PIN numbers hidden in so-called “private” memos? 

In this article, I’ll try to give you some ideas on how to

secure your PDA and the data it contains.



program before it will lock your device. If
you do not return to the application menu
and start this program only your private
records will be secured.

Pocket PCs offer a similar power-on pass-
word that locks the device until you enter
your chosen password. Turning this on
requires some navigation. Go to the Set-
tings command, then the Personal tab, and
select Password. Enter a password and
check “require password when device is
turned on.” 

There are several third-party applications
that you can use to improve upon the
built-in security:

◆ PDABomb is an application that locks
your PDA more completely than built-in
tools. PDABomb enhances password pro-
tection by disabling all forms of data trans-
fer—even the infrared and HotSync
ports—until the correct password is sup-
plied. You can even have the program erase
all your data if the password is not entered
correctly after x number of attempts.

◆ A $9.95 alternative, OnlyMe, locks a
Palm-based device whenever it’s turned off.
Similar to the built-in password feature,
OnlyMe requires you to enter a password
to access any of your PDA data. But even
with password protection on, OnlyMe
returns you exactly to your previous state,
so a quick power off won’t require you to
drill back into the application or file that
you were working on.

◆ For more customized security, TealLock
replaces the Palm security application with
one that offers personal options. The
$16.95 TealLock includes shortcut-stroke
activation; custom locking for screen, text,
and images; and optional automatic lock-

ing. You can also set it to hide private
records immediately when you turn off the
device, or after a specified period of time.

◆ And if you only trust your own hand,
try JotLoc, a handwriting recognition pass-
word protection tool available for $11.95.

Conclusion

Businesses should take a long hard look at

setting up security measures on any PDA

that is to be used in their environments. If

you want to read more on PDA security you

can find some really good information at:

http://rr.sans.org/PDAs/dilemma.php  is
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infrastructure software for eBusiness and

Web Services environments,” Baab said.

“Boris has a successful track record of

launching new enterprise software prod-

ucts that solve critical problems for For-

tune 1000 customers. His experience in

cultivating channels, strategic alliances,

and relations with development commu-

nity expands our bench strength to build

an ecosystem around our products as we

continue to take advantage of new busi-

ness opportunities,” he added.

Geller has extensive experience in devis-

ing and executing product, marketing,

channel and partner strategies at globally

established and dynamically growing

enterprise IT companies. Geller joined

Raining Data from SteelEye Technology,

an enterprise data and applications relia-

bility software company, where he was a

vice president, Marketing. Prior to that,

he served as a senior director, Marketing

and Alliances, for BEA Systems, the

world’s leading application infrastructure

software company, where he took a key

role in launching the company’s enter-

prise application integration and Java

application components business units.

Before joining BEA, Geller held a variety
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Raining Data Aligns Management Team to 
Drive New Business Opportunities
Boris Geller, Vice President, Market Development, to Lead XML Data 
Management Business

▲

R A I N I N G  D ATA  C O R P. , a long-time

provider of scaleable, flexible and reliable

data management software, announced

the appointment of Boris Geller as vice

president, Market Development, to lead

Raining Data’s new XML market initiatives.

Geller, who joined the company earlier in

2002, will continue to report directly to

Carlton H. Baab, president and CEO of

Raining Data Corporation. Geller will be

responsible for product, marketing, busi-

ness and channel development strategies,

operations and delivery of the company’s

new high-performance XML data man-

agement solutions that streamline access

to a variety of critical business data. In

this role, Geller will nurture relationships

with industry analysts and build strategic

alliances with channel partners and sys-

tems integrators who are currently devel-

oping XML applications for major

enterprise customers in financial services,

healthcare, telecommunications, and high-

er education industries. Geller will also

lead integrated messaging, branding and

positioning efforts to expand the company’s

presence in new markets while continuing

to serve existing customers.

“This alignment of the executive manage-

ment team focuses our ability to deliver
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◆ First Quarter of Positive Operating 
Income 

◆ EBITDA Improvement to 17% of 
Revenue, $0.86 Million 

◆ Year Over Year Revenue Increase of
13 Percent

Raining Data Corporation has

announced financial results for the sec-

ond quarter of fiscal year 2003. Rev-

enue for the quarter ended September

30, 2002, increased 13% to $4.95 mil-

lion from $4.39 million for the quarter

ended September 30, 2001. Fiscal year

to date revenue increased 3% to $9.66

million from $9.41 million in the prior

fiscal year.

Earnings (loss) before interest, taxes,

depreciation, and amortization (EBITDA)

improved by $1.92 million to positive

$0.86 million, or 17% percent of rev-

enue, for the quarter ended September

30, 2002. For the quarter ended Sep-

tember 30, 2001, EBITDA was negative

$1.06 million. Fiscal year to date EBIT-

DA improved $3.02 million to a positive

$1.14 million, or 12% of revenue, from

a negative $1.88 million for the same

period in the prior fiscal year. 

The Company computes EBITDA, as

reflected in the table below, by adding

depreciation, goodwill and non-goodwill

amortization and non-cash stock-based

compensation expense to its GAAP

reported operating income (loss). 

The Company recorded an operating

profit of $0.01 million for the quarter

ended September 30, 2002, as com-

pared to an operating loss of $4.68

million for the same period in the prior

year. Fiscal year to date operating loss

was $0.63 million compared to a loss

of $9.24 million for the first six months

of the prior fiscal year.

For the quarter ended September 30,

2002, net loss was $0.98 million as

compared to a net loss of $5.63 million

for the same period in the prior fiscal

year. Fiscal year to date net loss was

$2.66 million compared to a net loss of

$11.14 million a year ago.

Net loss per share was $0.05 and

$0.15 for the quarter and six months

ended September 30, 2002, as 

compared to a net loss per share of

$0.36 and $0.71 for the quarter and six

months ended September 30, 2001. 

"This quarter the Company realized the

financial benefits of the cost controls

and changes that have occurred over

the last twelve months as evidenced by

recording an operating profit for the

first time since the merger in December

2000," said Carlton H. Baab, president

and CEO. "We have also seen year over

year growth in the revenues of the

Company and further improvement in

the EBITDA, while we have continued

to focus on and invest in product

development. With the scheduled

releases of updates to our existing

products, successful implementation 

of a price increase during the second

quarter and a continued focus on cost

control, we look to maintain this 

positive momentum through the rest 

of fiscal 2003 and beyond."

Raining Data Announces Fiscal 
2003 Second Quarter Results

▲

provide a solid foundation to deliver

scaleable and extensible solutions for

enterprise customers building new Java

and XML applications that require next-

generation, high-performance XML data

management infrastructure.”

Continues on page 44

lished company at an exciting point when

the adoption of XML and Web Services

continues to build momentum,” Geller

said. “We are now well aligned to take

advantage of that momentum. Raining

Data’s seasoned management team, rich

heritage in delivering enterprise-grade

software and established global presence

of executive and senior management

positions in product, market, and business

development organizations at BMC/BGS,

HP/Digital Equipment Corp., and

Legato/Qualix.

“Joining Raining Data was a unique

opportunity to be part of a well estab-
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GOTODebate and Statement Labels

The  

B Y  M A R K  J O H N S O N

Many debates can be had for the use of different techniques. It

appears that there’s an opinion on virtually every method used

to program. Fortunately (or unfortunately) if it compiles and

gives the user what they want, then it’s considered a complete

program, regardless of what it looks like underneath the hood.

No topic in programming offers up more area for debate than

the use of the GOTO statement. There are very outspoken pro-

grammers who stand on their soapbox and strongly declare that

they NEVER use a GOTO and those that do must still drag

their knuckles on the ground when they walk. There are those

that incorporate the GOTO in their collection of otherwise use-

ful programming tools to get the job done. And finally, there are

those who never really caught on to the dynamics of contempo-

rary language programming and continue to program what has

been deemed “spaghetti code.”

Without starting a holy war on GOTO’s, let me first explore why

GOTO’s got such a bad rap. The first version of Basic, called

Dartmouth Basic, and others that followed, did not allow for the

multi-line IF..THEN..ELSE statement that we all enjoy. Those

programmers had to branch around unwanted statements to

resume the regular process. This leap-frog effect is probably the

biggest reason GOTO’s are hated as reading this code with our

MV glasses, we can clearly see that the code could have been writ-

ten with a multi-line IF statement.

The art of programming is quite subjective to the techniques learned by program-

mers and how and when they use them. I’ve always observed programming to

be a blank sheet of paper and we programmers have the same box of 64 crayons to

create our masterpieces.

No topic in 

programming 

offers up more 

area for debate

than the use 

of the GOTO 

statement.



BTW, PROCs have this same limitation

and is probably another reason why this

language is on the endangered species list.

But that’s another article.

Pre-MV Basic programmers also had to

provide a line number for each line of

code, not just those referenced by a

GOTO or GOSUB. Thus, it was some-

what logical to branch to a numbered line

beyond an unwanted numbered line to

accommodate the IF limitations at the

time. I’m sure many of you remember the

RENUM command to renumber the pro-

gram lines to allow for more to be inserted.

When these programmers got into the MV

world, they brought with them this leap-

frog theory, although they were glad to not

have to number each line. Other pre-MV

COBOL, RPG or assembler programmers

were more disciplined in their approach to

structured programming, partly due to the

syntax of the code. Other later language

crossovers like Pascal and/or C were the

same discipline. This practice was the gen-

esis of more structured MV programming

that is easier to write and maintain.

I performed a casual survey on one of the

popular user forums for MV and got a

good amount of feedback regarding the

GOTO’s. Some slammed it completely,

others regretted that they cannot eliminate

them completely, while the majority con-

sider them a useful programming tool if

used with a degree of discipline and/or

logic. One even recalled a professor teach-

ing Basic that would give a student a zero

if there was a GOTO in their code.

Those that dislike GOTO’s tend to have

all of their code separated into logical areas

as internal or external subroutines. Both

allow the RETURN statement to cause an

early exit instead of using GOTO’s to skip

past lines of code. Their continued avoid-

ance of GOTO has caused them to depend

upon many levels of nested

LOOP..REPEAT or IF..THEN..ELSE to

segregate their logic. This too can be over-

used as sometimes there may be hundreds

of lines between a LOOP and its matching

REPEAT. This becomes hard to maintain

unless you print out the program

and lay it out on a conference table.

Those that incorporate GOTO’s

seem to be aware of the slings and arrows

from the anti-GOTO crowd and use

GOTO’s sparingly and with a certain sense

of logic. Their code seems to be a good

combination of GOSUB’s and GOTO’s

when necessary. Supporting this is a stan-

dard set of label nomenclature that is con-

sistent from one program to the next. 

As a programmer, I know that when I read

a 20 line section of code, if I see a state-

ment label within those 20 lines I begin to

wonder what other part of the program is

referring to it. Often times, I go to the top

of the program, do a global locate and

breathe a sigh of relief when the label isn’t

referenced. That’s one less element of logic

I have to consider.

If it’s referenced only once from within a

few lines of itself, I take a quick glance to

see if that logic can be reduced to a multi-

line IF statement and then I’m not dis-

tracted the next time I visit that program.

This brings me to the next related topic,

statement labels. In days gone by, and still

some native MV installations, you could

only use numeric statement labels. When

alphabetic labels were introduced, it

brought about a new technique of labeling

program areas with their logical purpose.

Thus GOSUB 900 could be replaced with

GOSUB PRINT.SCREEN and the pro-

grammer could naturally follow the logic

from all areas of the program instead of

having to find label 900 to see what the

GOSUB is doing.

Some programmers defend numeric labels

as they could easily have scattered about

their program. 

One of the suggestions for using numeric

labels is to keep the labeled sections in

numerical order. This way as you review an

800 line program, you would know that

label 250 comes after label 200 and before

label 300. Some programmers further

develop this theory as they have sections of

their programs separated with numeric

labels every 1000. Thus the 1000 area may

be for housekeeping, 2000 for inputs,

3000 for validations and 4000 for updat-

ing. Labeled lines within each 1000 section

will be x100, x200, x300 etc.

More support for numeric labels comes in

the form of being consistent with the num-

ber chosen to represent specific values or

functions. In a many-field maintenance pro-

gram with no 4GL support, you could have

the 15 fields labeled 10,20,30,40, etc. and

then you can use the ON ANS GOSUB

10,20,30,40 and hopefully they match the

real edited field number. Having ON ANS

GOSUB NAME, ADDR1, ADDR2,

CITY, STATE is a little more difficult.

While numeric labels lend themselves to

being used in a numeric priority, alphabet-

ic labels may not enjoy this luxury. I’ve

never seen, although I’ve heard of, pro-

grammers moving around program blocks
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GOSUB 900 ;* PRINT THE SCREEN 

Continues on page 44



True, it’s not exactly snap, crackle, pop, but close.

More like Map, Flap, and Snap.

MAP the sources and destination of the data. 

FLAP the map onto the data, preferably in classy

little attribute-defining-item correlatives. 

SNAP the interface into place  . . . and use a TCL

command to generate XML documents. 

Let’s discuss how, and how easy.

Just what is XML anyway? Technically, and philosophically, other folks have

explained it better than it can be done here. I recommend

http://www.w3.org/XML/ as the definitive place to start.

For those of us lacking the time and the patience to take a tutorial on the

“eXtensible Markup Language,” XML is: an ASCII text format for data.

Each field of data has a unique start label and end label enclosed in

wedges like this: <label>. The end label is the start label with a forward

slash in front of it, </label>. Same basic idea as EDI. Except that XML

and all of its derivatives have one fundamental and extraordinarily com-

pelling feature. Namely, that the definition of each label is embedded in

the beginning of the document.

IM
H

O
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B Y  S T E V E  V A N A R S D A L E

XML is not as complicated
as the world thinks it is. At

least, not for you.

XMLX LX LMM
MultiValue

and

A Natural Fit
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The actual data resides between the
<DOCUMENT> and </DOCUMENT>
labels. The stuff at the beginning is a very
simple DTD, or Document Type Defini-
tion. It says that the following XML docu-
ment follows the ANSI W3C standards.
Moreover, the document contains ITEMs.
And that each ITEM has to have an ID,
and may have one or more attributes. 

Very cool. The DTD tells a program that
reads the XML document, or a “parser,”
how to do its job. Try it out; when this text
is stored in a file with an extent of .xml,
and the file is opened with Internet
Explorer, the IE browser displays the data
in a standard menu format. The browser
understands enough about your data with
this simple DTD to open and close items
with a mouse click. 

Imagine. No more grubby three-ring
binders of field labels and definitions,
most obsolete. No endless searching to

Continues on page 22

What a concept: Every valid XML document carries
the instructions on how to read itself. Here’s a sample:

<?xml version = "1.0" ?>
<!-- filename:TEST.FILE dictionary:DICT TEST.FILE -->
<!DOCTYPE DOCUMENT [
<!ELEMENT ITEM (attributes)*>
<!ATTLIST ITEM ID CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT attributes (ID) >
]>
<DOCUMENT>

<ITEM ID="907310">
<CUST.NO>10967</CUST.NO>
<DATE>08/17/68</DATE>
<SKU>1881</SKU>
<QTY>1</QTY>

</ITEM>
<ITEM ID="917310">

<CUST.NO>10811</CUST.NO>
<DATE>09/05/68</DATE>
<SKU>1903</SKU>
<QTY>3</QTY>
<QTY>9</QTY>
<QTY>8</QTY>

</ITEM>
</DOCUMENT> 



<?xml version = "1.0" ?>
<!-- filename:TEST.FILE dictionary:DICT TEST.FILE -->
<!DOCTYPE DOCUMENT [
<!ELEMENT ITEM (attributes)*>
<!ATTLIST ITEM ID CDATA #REQUIRED>
<!ELEMENT attributes (ID, BRAND, COST, CUST.NO, DATE,
ITEMID, MARKET, NEW.ITEMID, PRICE, QTY, SKU, STYLE) >
<!ELEMENT BRAND                       (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST BRAND

amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "6"
conv CDATA "(raw)"

>
<!ELEMENT COST                          (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST COST
amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "5"
value CDATA #IMPLIED 
conv CDATA #FIXED "MD2$"
>
<!ELEMENT CUST.NO                      (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST CUST.NO

amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "1"
conv CDATA "(raw)"

>
<!ELEMENT DATE                         (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST DATE

amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "2"
conv CDATA #FIXED "D2/"

>
<!ELEMENT ITEMID                       (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST ITEMID

amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "0"
conv CDATA "(raw)"

>
<!ELEMENT MARKET                     (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST MARKET

amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "7"
conv CDATA "(raw)"

>
<!ELEMENT NEW.ITEMID                 (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST NEW.ITEMID

amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "0"
corr CDATA #FIXED "F;0r;C*;NV;C1;-;:;:"
conv CDATA "(raw)"

>
<!ELEMENT PRICE                         (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST PRICE

amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "5"
value CDATA #IMPLIED 
corr CDATA #FIXED "A;N(QTY)*N(COST)"
conv CDATA #FIXED "MD2$"

>
<!ELEMENT QTY                           (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST QTY

amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "4"
value CDATA #IMPLIED 
conv CDATA "(raw)"

>
<!ELEMENT SKU                           (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST SKU

amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "3"
conv CDATA "(raw)"

>
<!ELEMENT STYLE                        (#PCDATA)>
<!ATTLIST STYLE

amc NMTOKEN #FIXED "8"
conv CDATA "(raw)"

>
]>
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<DOCUMENT>
<ITEM ID="333510">
<CUST.NO>10633</CUST.NO>
<QTY value="1">5</QTY>
<QTY value="2">6</QTY>
<QTY value="3">7</QTY>
<QTY value="4">9</QTY>
<QTY value="5">6</QTY>
<QTY value="6">1</QTY>
<QTY value="7">5</QTY>
<QTY value="8">5</QTY>
<QTY value="9">2</QTY>
<QTY value="10">9</QTY>
<COST value="1">$19.46</COST>
<COST value="2">$12.71</COST>
<COST value="3">$19.37</COST>
<COST value="4">$11.68</COST>
<COST value="5">$13.88</COST>
<COST value="6">$13.10</COST>
<COST value="7">$19.60</COST>
<COST value="8">$12.37</COST>
<COST value="9">$17.34</COST
<COST value="10">$10.75</COST>
<PRICE value="1">$97.30</PRICE>
<PRICE value="2">$76.26</PRICE>
<PRICE value="3">$135.59</PRICE>
<PRICE value="4">$105.12</PRICE>
<PRICE value="5">$83.28</PRICE>
<PRICE value="6">$13.10</PRICE>
<PRICE value="7">$98.00</PRICE>
<PRICE value="8">$61.85</PRICE>
<PRICE value="9">$34.68</PRICE>
<PRICE value="10">$96.75</PRICE>
</ITEM>

<ITEM ID="330610">
<CUST.NO>10198</CUST.NO>
<QTY value="1">8</QTY>
<QTY value="2">7</QTY>
<QTY value="3">9</QTY>
<QTY value="4">6</QTY>
<QTY value="5">8</QTY>
<QTY value="6">3</QTY>
<QTY value="7">7</QTY>
<QTY value="8">7</QTY>
<QTY value="9">9</QTY>
<QTY value="10">8</QTY>
<COST value="1">$19.74</COST>
<COST value="2">$19.00</COST>
<COST value="3">$12.33</COST>
<COST value="4">$18.32</COST>
<COST value="5">$12.05</COST>
<COST value="6">$11.76</COST>
<COST value="7">$17.94</COST>
<COST value="8">$19.66</COST>
<COST value="9">$15.97</COST>
<COST value="10">$14.42</COST>
<PRICE value="1">$157.92</PRICE>
<PRICE value="2">$133.00</PRICE>
<PRICE value="3">$110.97</PRICE>
<PRICE value="4">$109.92</PRICE>
<PRICE value="5">$96.40</PRICE>
<PRICE value="6">$35.28</PRICE>
<PRICE value="7">$125.58</PRICE>
<PRICE value="8">$137.62</PRICE>
<PRICE value="9">$143.73</PRICE>
<PRICE value="10">$115.36</PRICE>

</ITEM>
</DOCUMENT>

(end =/srv)
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find the label you want, or to document
the new one. No more years of waiting
for the ANSI committee to publish the
format you need, or to add the field that
would make it work. Most important: no
more busted programs and data reject-
ed because the input program choked
on an unknown field label.

Microsoft and a few other leading-edge
companies are promoting a more powerful
DTD, called a schema. Under their plan,
the schema for an XML document will
reside anywhere in the World Wide Web;
all that the XML document will contain is
a URL, or Web address. Sort of begs the
question about whether all computers will
be attached to the Web, but that’s appar-
ently a “given” for these vendors. In any
case, DTD or schema, XML fulfills the
requirements of disparate systems. 

So when your kiddies grow up to be cow-
boy programmers, companies will all talk
with each other in XML. Programs may
still communicate in SQL, and down on
the network level, systems will communi-

cate in TCP, that other equally inefficient-
but-common denominator, but up on the
application level where the actual work
gets done, we’ll all exchange data in XML.

A long time ago, while working on a team
with a high-ticket consulting firm, I was
taught that consultants can tell you what
you can do. Or for a little more money,
what you should do. But with a little
more time they can tell you what you will
do. Feels good to get a chance to do that
once in a while. 

Because just in case you haven’t heard the
really good news: All over the world, the
debate is raging about an effective XML
repository. Guess what: XML was tailor-
made for MultiValue. It’s uncanny. When
one reads the historical, technical, and
philosophical history of XML, one learns
that because XML was created by practi-
tioners (meaning real people, doing real
work), XML is very practical. So XML
embraces a fact of the universe: People
Have Two Phone Numbers. And Buy
More Than One Thing. 

OK, maybe that’s two facts. Anyway, in
contrast to every other mainstream tech-
nology that I have encountered, XML
handles Multi-Values as a matter of
course. Like it was made for it. The exam-
ple on page 22 proves it. 

So how do you take advantage of this
cozy coincidence? One way is to bundle
XML into the latest and greatest flavor of
MultiValue, and call it a new feature.
Bundle in a few lines of code written by a
third-party, and call it new. Charge folks
a few bucks more, for something that is
intrinsically already a part of MV. This is
the famous MultiValue market-engineer-
ing tradition.

Or you can simply write your own pro-
gram for XML. By way of experiment,
there is a simple XML generator that can
be written on just about any MultiValue
system. XML becomes a simple TCL or
ECL command with a syntax in the stan-
dard SMA format:

Continues on page 38



W H I L E  M U C H  E F F O R T  I S  S P E N T  T O  H A V E the MV

query language (MQL as English, UniQuery, Access, etc.) be responsible for the majority of

columnar reports, and we concentrate on designing our data files for this goal, many reports

need to be done within Data/Basic (DB) in order to calculate complex values or to bring in data

from other files. We all know the frustration when we turn that corner and the existing MQL

report cannot be enhanced any further and must be converted to DB.

We’ve all perfected our own ways of controlling breaks and creating columns in DB to sim-
ulate the readability of MQL. On most MV systems, DB HEADING and FOOTING
statements imitate their MQL counterparts. It’s up to us to code the proper spacing and con-
tents of the columns being output.

In my travels I have seen some confusion on the best way to handle the preparing of columnar
data. One such report that causes some confusion is an A/R aging report and I’ll use it as an
example of this article’s topic.

Granted, you could produce
an aging report using regular
MQL but if the customer has
25 open items, then their
CUSTNO field would be
repeated 25 times as well as
any translated customer infor-
mation as shown on report A.
The report should appear like
a MQL report with the cus-
tomer information showing up
at the top line of their invoices
(or perhaps recurring through-
out their long-winded aging,
or perhaps at the beginning of
each new page) as on report B.
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English
(Recall/Access/UniQuery etc)
Reports in Data/Basic

Report A:

CUSTNO CUST-NAME INVNUM DATE AMOUNT

123123 FRED COMPANY 111111 03/01/02 100.00

123123 FRED COMPANY 222222 05/01/02 50.00

123123 FRED COMPANY 333333 09/01/02 100.00

etc

Report B:

CUSTNO CUST-NAME INVNUM DATE AMOUNT

123123 FRED COMPANY 111111 03/01/02 100.00

222222 05/01/02 50.00

333333 09/01/02 100.00

B Y  M A R K  J O H N S O N

Legacy Corner Mark Johnson is a 23+
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As you process each invoice for that cus-
tomer you can have the following code for
the print line:

When you have more invoices than
CUSTINFO lines, the program will con-
tinuously print the first attribute of an
empty variable left justified in 37 spaces,
resulting in an indent. If there’s only one
invoice for that customer, you can have the
following code just prior to the total line or
incorporate the same PRINT and DEL
logic at the total line:

If CUSTINFO was
used up during the
detail line print-
ing, the LOOP
statement will still
handle it properly. 

If you have customers
with many pages of
open A/R items, the CUSTINFO data will
have been exhausted on the first page
the customer appeared. Thus, you may
wish to include an invoice counter and
the following code

Often there’s a few customer fields that
want to be displayed but you would run
into the same problem in Report A because
each A/R record would retrieve the same
values for each same customer. What we
would like to see is Report C:

Clearly this is a more readable report with
the complete customer information in its
column on the left and each detail row on
the right. Note that for this customer, his
INFO block has more lines than he has
invoices. Some customers may have many
invoices or only one invoice. The output
should look the same.

I’ve seen over-written methods to coordi-
nate the printing of these two sections of
data. One of them keeps track of an
invoice counter and if it is equal to 1,2,3,
it prints out the corresponding customer
field. It gets tricky as the break-on cus-
tomer with its underlines needs to
keep track of the invoice counter
regardless of the count of invoices.

The solution is to treat each sec-
tion as a separate report. Upon reading in
the first invoice for each customer, you
should create a variable called CUSTIN-
FO where you can stuff whatever informa-
tion you wish. If someone requests to add
the YTD-SLS or CREDIT-LIMIT values
to this area, it will be no problem. Simply
have each attribute of CUSTINFO con-
tain the desired info.

This routine would be exercised at the start
of each new customer. Here’s an example:

And so on.

Then, the entire CUSTINFO block, saved
in HOLDCUSTINFO would start over
again. If you’re really clever, you can detect

the start of a new page and re-instate
CUSTINFO.

If you’ve accumulated two or more blocks
of data, let’s say LEFT, MIDDLE and
RIGHT, you can properly format each

within its own columns and when the time
comes to print them, you use this logic:

This will save you from coding three
DCOUNTs and determining the highest
one to give to a printing loop. 

A final trick for simulating MQL output is
when one of the zoned columns has only
one value. You can cycle that variable
through a FOR.NEXT loop without having

to use logic to know
whether you’re on the
first value or not.

While the variables CUSTNO and
NAME were never intended to be multi-
attributed or multi-valued, they still can be
processed as if they were to give the desired
results without deleting the real value of
CUSTNO or NAME as they might be
needed later. Since all variables are dynamic

arrays as well, you can reference subse-
quent attributes and use the null value
that’s there anyway.  is
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READ CUSTREC FROM F.CUSTOMER, CUSTNO ELSE CUSTREC=""
CUSTINFO=CUSTNO"L#6":" ":CUSTREC<1>
CUSTINFO<-1>=SPACE(6):" ":CUSTREC<2>
CUSTINFO<-1>=SPACE(6):" ":CUSTREC<3>
CUSTINFO<-1>=SPACE(6):" ":"PHONE: ":CUSTREC<8>
HOLDCUSTINFO=CUSTINFO

PRINT CUSTINFO<1>"L#37":" ":INVNUM"L#6":" ":INVDATE"L#8":" ":INVAMT"R#8"

DEL CUSTINFO<1>

Report C:

CUSTNO CUST-INFO INVNUM DATE AMOUNT

123123 FRED COMPANY 111111 03/01/02 100.00
123 MAIN STREET 222222 05/01/02 50.00
ROCHESTER, NY 12345 333333 09/01/02 100.00
PHONE: 123-123-1234

LOOP UNTIL LEFT:MIDDLE:RIGHT–"" DO
PRINT LEFT<1>"L#30":" ":MIDDLE<1>"L#28":" ":RIGHT<1>
DEL LEFT<1> ; DEL MIDDLE<1> ; DEL RIGHT<1>

REPEAT

LOOP UNTIL CUSTINFO="" DO ; PRINT CUSTINFO<1> ; DEL 
CUSTINFO<1> ; REPEAT

READ CUSTREC FROM F.CUSTOMER, CUSTNO ELSE STOP
NAME=CUSTREC<1> ; INVS=CUSTREC<33>
C=DCOUNT(INVS,CHAR(253))
FOR I=1 TO C
PRINT CUSTNO"L#6":" ":NAME"L#30":" ":INVS<1,I>
NEXT I

IF MOD(INVCTR,25)=0 THEN CUSTINFO=HOLDCUSTINFO



Q What has been the main focus

at Raining Data during the

last year? What’s your corporate mission?

A During the past year, the Company
has gone through many changes. In

August of 2001, we began the process of
developing a new management team to
refocus and lead the Company in a positive
direction. This team included the strongest
members of the existing management and
new individuals with track records of
growth and success.. This team has worked
to improve many areas of the Company
including product development, customer
support, finance and operations. This has
allowed us to get back to the basics of doing
business—focusing on our customers and
products. In addition, we’ve developed and
released new products, extending the capa-
bilities of our core technologies.

Our corporate mission is to become a lead-
ing provider of e-Business and Web service
infrastructure technology to application
solution providers. The Company strives
to be the provider of choice in the markets
in which we compete, leveraging our prod-
uct base and technology in the database,
development tools and XML arenas. 

Q What major developments

have taken place recently?

A The Company has made major
strides since the management

changes began in 2001. By adopting best
practices in the software industry, we’ve
improved our product development cycle.
Our focus on customer service and prod-
uct development has led to updates and
new releases throughout our product line
including D3, mvEnterprise, mvBase,
FlashCONNECT and Omnis Studio. In
addition, we are expecting major releases
of D3 8.0 and mvEnterprise 5.0 in the
coming months. These new releases were
designed to meet the needs of our cus-
tomers and extend our technology through
additional features and functionality.

[ CORPORATE REPORT]

Implements
Major New 
Market Initiative
with the Release
of the Developer
Version of 
TigerLogic
XDMS 1.0 
for Windows 2000
and Windows XP 

TM
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Recently, we announced our major new
market initiative with the release of the
developer version of TigerLogic XDMS
1.0 for Windows 2000 and Windows XP.
This new product line allows the Compa-
ny to leverage its core Pick technology to
bring to market enterprise-grade XML
data management server capabilities that
provide up to 10+ times performance
improvements for query operations.

Q What product lines does the

company now offer? 

A Raining Data offers four product
lines that include: 

◆ The high-performance TigerLogic XML
Data Management Server (XDMS), which
provides flexible, scalable, and extensible
storage and retrieval of critical business
data across a variety of structured and
unstructured information sources, deliver-
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A The Company continues to invest
in its core Pick technology. This

investment is leveraged to provide benefits
to the TigerLogic XDMS business as well
as our core database and developer pro-
ductivity tools businesses. 

In addition, we are planning to deliver
major functional enhancement releases to
our TigerLogic XDMS high-performance
software platform and our database prod-
ucts, D3 8.0 and mvEnterprise 5.0, which
incorporate significant enhancements in
functionality, new features, and extended
capabilities. We are also introducing
OpenMV, which provides an open stan-
dard middleware interface for our mvEn-
terprise and D3 databases, and SysAdmin,
a new system administration tool that
allows maintenance of our databases in a
user friendly, graphical environment. 

Continues on page 28

ing scalability and transactional integrity of
enterprise databases as well as dynamic
extensibility and ease of use, mostly found
in repositories and file systems

◆ Our D3, mvEnterprise and mvBase family
of powerful Pick-based hierarchical multi-
dimensional database management sys-
tems that are the choice of thousands of
application developers worldwide 

◆ mvDesigner, the object-oriented rapid
application development (RAD) tool
developed for use with multi-dimensional
database applications 

◆ Omnis Studio, a powerful, cross-plat-
form, object-oriented RAD tool that is
well suited for developing sophisticated
thick-client, Web-client or ultra thin-client
database applications

Q What products is the company

working on right now to release

in the coming months?
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Q How do the Omnis products

complement the company’s

other products like D3?

A Our new Omnis Studio 3.2 version
delivers a major leap forward for

solution providers, Web developers, and
systems integrators with its unique and
revolutionary Web-client browser plug-in,
fast and scalable application server, and
extensive server database connectivity fea-
tures. In development are new features for
the next Major Release for Omnis Studio,
version 4.0. The product that brings
Omnis Studio technology to our core
database technology is mvDesigner,
which is an enhanced version of Omnis
Studio. mvDesigner empowers BASIC
developers by taking advantage of all the
inherent features of the Omnis Studio
RAD without losing the flexibility and
power of the programming language or
any of our D3, mvEnterprise, and mvBase
database characteristics. 

Additionally, the recently announced
TigerLogic XDMS is a high-performance
software platform that provides extensible,
scalable and fine-grain storage, search, and
retrieval of critical business data across a
variety of structured and unstructured
information sources. The product delivers
enterprise-grade reliability, scalability, XA-
compliant transactional integrity, on-line
backup and recovery, scalable indexing and
dynamic storage extensibility required for
24 x 7 operations with virtually unlimited
size of data stores. The product is based on
open standards, including compliance
with J2EE Connection architecture (JCA),
World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C’s)
XML Schema, XSLT, SOAP and XPath
specifications.

Q What direction is the company

headed in the next six months?

Are there any current market trends that

Raining Data is planning to capitalize on?

A As mentioned, the Company con-
tinues to invest in its core Pick tech-

nology. We are committed to the ongoing

development and support of our existing
products and customer base, and by invest-
ing in our core technology, we can realize
benefits across all of our product lines. 

We are excited about the opportunities as
we enter the XML market and roll-out our
TigerLogic XDMS product. We are also
enthusiastic about the major updates to D3

and mvEnterprise. In addition to these
product development efforts, we continue
to focus on creating value for our cus-
tomers through enhancing our products
and customer support services. 

Q What are the long-term goals

for the company and how will

Raining Data achieve them?

A We are committed to our cus-
tomers. We are here to listen to

them, support them, and provide them
with the products they need to be success-
ful. Our core technology products offer a
strong software infrastructure and solid
foundation for application development.
Our goal is to provide superior support to
our customers with our products, and to

Raining Data
Continued from page 27



continue to offer rich features, enhanced
functionality and new and innovative
technologies to this market. 

We are also establishing industry standard
pricing policies that will help us achieve
our long-term goals. With a solid business
model we will continue improving our
financial strength, which will guarantee
our success and our ability to continue to
service our customers well into the future.

Q What are the latest available

financial figures? Is the compa-

ny profitable right now? What’s the over-

all plan to maintain financial stability?

A Our latest financial figures are post-
ed in our most recent 10-QSB and

financial press release, which is available on
our Web site at www.rainingdata.com. 

The Company has seen significant
improvement in its financial results dur-
ing this past year as evidenced by our lat-
est earnings announcement in which the
Company achieved its first operating
profit since the merger of Pick and
Omnis in 2000. We have also seen an
improvement in our EBITDA figures,
which we feel is a true measure of the
Company’s performance and its ability to
generate positive cash flow. Details of our
financial results can be found in our press
releases as well as our 10-KSB and 10-
QSB filings with the SEC. These results
are positive, however, we must continue
to build on that positive momentum and
maintain the progress that has been
made, with continued focus on cost con-
trol and strategic investments into per-
sonnel and product development. is

For partner sales information in North
America, please contact Mario I. Bar-
renechea, senior vice president, Sales &
Marketing, at mario.barrenechea@rain-
ingdata.com.

For Product, Marketing and Press infor-
mation, please contact Boris Geller, vice
president, Market Development, at
boris.geller@rainingdata.com.

For investor and financial information,
please contact Brian C. Bezdek, vice presi-
dent, Finance, at brian.bezdek@raining-
data.com.
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ONgroup
New Company Eases the 

Migration Path to Oracle

CHARLES STAUFFER
is CEO of ONgroup, a
new company joining
ONCorp, Blacksmith
and Cuebic.

ONgroup is the newest player in the

MultiValue league with the recent merger of ONCorp

(sister company to Blacksmith Corp.) and Cuebic

Inc. Once competitors, these two companies have

joined forces as ONgroup, a company focusing on

providing lower-stress, lower-cost migration from

MultiValue environments to Oracle and other rela-

tional databases. Charles Stauffer, formerly head of

ONCorp/Blacksmith, is now the chief executive offi-

cer of ONgroup, and Tim Spells, who led Cuebic, will

serve as chief operating officer. They spoke with

Spectrum about the market forces that transformed

them from competitors to teammates.

A Merger
Between
ONCorp

and 
Cuebic

Results in
ONgroup



This is where ONCorp, with its
ONware product, fit in well with Cue-
bic’s game plan. From their vantage
point in the MultiValue industry,
Stauffer and Spells say they saw the
same trends shaping their market: Mul-
tiValue database users who wanted to
migrate to Oracle or other relational
databases, but in the process, had a dif-
ficult time, to say the least. “We have
large accounts, each with a few hun-
dred users on their systems, who want-
ed to migrate to Oracle,” Spells said.
“In the last five or six years, there have
been some horrendous situations where
companies tried to re-engineer or buy a
software package to move to a relation-
al database. They spent millions to re-
engineer and haven’t been successful or
achieved the same business functionali-
ty of their MultiValue applications.”

tools — 4GLs, security, batch process-
ing, report writing, documentation and
operations tools. About five years ago,
Cuebic began to shift its focus away from
the MultiValue industry and more on the
Internet, building portal sites. “Around
1996, we surveyed the MultiValue mar-
ketplace and found that most customers
had plans to be out of the MultiValue
world and into the relational world,”
Spells said. “We determined there was a
limited future in the PICK marketplace.
With the Internet being the big wave, we
went into the Internet field.”

Then in 2000, the Internet bubble
burst, hitting smaller companies espe-
cially hard, he said. “In 2000, we looked
at MultiValue and all the companies
were still on it; however, they may have
spent millions to re-engineer. So we
refocused our MultiValue efforts to help
move them to mainstream standards.”

Both companies provided 4GL applica-
tion development and productivity
tools. Through ONCorp, Blacksmith
was already forging a path to Oracle for
MultiValue users. The MVON product
is a MultiValue environment that runs
on any database and also runs on any
network, whether host-centric, thick
client, three-tier, or application server.
BLACKSMITH is a fourth generation
development tool and operating envi-
ronment offering a graphical user inter-
face and database independence,
meaning that an application developed
in BLACKSMITH is compatible with
Oracle and other relational products as
well as the various MultiValue database
management systems. BLACKSMITH
also supports Macintosh, character and
Windows formats. 

Cuebic’s line of products includes a
suite of application and productivity Continues on page 32
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Stauffer concurs, adding, “A great num-
ber of companies in the MultiValue
world are eager to replace existing soft-
ware with a relational database but
retain MultiValue capability. Most are
happy with the way their MultiValue
applications work. They just want to
be part of the mainstream and not feel
so isolated.”

If Cuebic and ONCorp could be termed
a marriage, then ONware is the “brain-
child.” ONware is the focal point of the
new company, and is the key for com-
panies who want to move to a relational
database while maintaining all the func-
tionality of MultiValue applications. It
was ONware that sparked the merger, as
Cuebic saw that the product would
appeal to its customer base. 

“ONware allows you to migrate from a
MultiValue database to a relational
database like Oracle,” Spells said.
“Through this merger, we are able to
offer that to our market and the Multi-
Value market in general. ONware
allows you to migrate without having to
rewrite the applications. MultiValue
applications are converted to ONware,
and once converted, there’s no need to
use a MultiValue or a post-relational
database. These programs can now
actually reside on a relational database
such as Oracle or DB2. 

“All the screens still look the same,” he
added. “The organization can still
develop in their MultiValue language or
develop and enhance the MultiValue
application with relational tools such as
Microsoft, DB2, Java, and .NET.”

With ONware, ONgroup is betting
that its customers will like the fact that
they really can have the best of both
worlds: MultiValue and relational.
Recalling his experience with Cuebic’s
large accounts that had disastrous and
expensive results when trying to
migrate, Spells said, “Our solution

costs a 20th of the investment they
were looking at — without re-engineer-
ing or buying a packaged solution.”

Now that Cuebic and ONCorp are on
the same mission, they are bringing
everything — products and employees —
together under the ONgroup banner. The
merger doubles the company in revenue
and personnel. “Cuebic, Blacksmith, and
ONCorp will be shutting down opera-
tions, and the operating company will
now be known as ONgroup,” Stauffer
explained. “ONgroup accepts all obliga-
tions of the three companies and joins the
assets, including employees.”

ONgroup is an equal partnership

between Stauffer and Spells, and is pri-

vately held. According to Stauffer, Spells

is handling the business end of

ONgroup including marketing, sales

and administration, while Stauffer leads

the technical side of the business.

ONgroup headquarters is in Atlanta,

Ga., and other offices are located in

Ventura, Calif., the U.K., and Australia. 

According to Spells, there is a high-

level of awareness within Oracle of this

migration trend. “One of the things we

did when we were in the Internet

world, was form strategic relationships

with Oracle,” he said. “We talked about

the big MultiValue accounts that had

made efforts to migrate and the mil-

lions of dollars that were being spent.

Oracle became interested. They are

devoting resources and backing

ONgroup as a Value-added Distributor

to the MultiValue marketplace. We

resell the Oracle database and tools

bundled with ONware. The end result

is, we’re providing a MultiValue-

enabled version of Oracle.”

With the dust settling after the merg-

er, ONgroup is poised to bring

ONware to the forefront of the effort

to ease the migration from MultiValue

to relational. And in doing that,

there’s a new team to watch in the

MultiValue league. is
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In the last issue of Spectrum magazine, we talked about the simple

reconnaissance techniques used by hackers to breach your security.

In many cases, straightforward human deception can reveal or

expose a system to unauthorized access.

This time, we’ll begin looking at ways you can study your system from a more techni-

cal perspective. Of course, these same techniques are also applicable to hackers out there,

but you’ve got to look at obvious places for outside infractions. In this issue, I’d like to

go over the use of port scanners and sniffers and see how these passive tools can help you

analyze your network. 

A port scanner is a program that looks at a computer’s TCP/IP stack. Just to be sure it’s

clear, let’s review what it is that the port scanner is looking at. A TCP/IP stack is the

cumulative set of protocols needed for two computers to communicate. Many people

think of this stack as a series of layers. Going from the highest level to the lowest, the lay-

ers are: application, presentation, session, transport, network, address resolution, and

physical. Data leaves a computer starting at the highest and progresses to the lowest layer;

data arrives at a computer starting at the lowest and progresses to the highest layer. Appli-

cation, presentation and session are usually considered top level protocols while the other

details are network protocols.

Webonomics 101

SniffAro
ingund 

B Y  M E L V I N  S O R I A N O

Where Do   
Hackers

Begin?



On each computer that would like to

communicate with other computers, there

will be a series of ports. What’s a port? It’s

a virtual, but specific, destination on a

computer where a designated service is

occurring. Think of a computer as a zip

code and a port number as the address

where a business is in operation. It’s actu-

ally niftier than zip codes, though, as the

same ports are usually in use across almost

all TCP/IP connected machines. Com-

monly defined, or “well known” ports are: 

◆ 80 Hypertext Transfer Protocol (http)

◆ 443 Secure Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol (https)

◆ 23 Telnet

◆ 22 Secure Shell (SSH)

◆ 21 File Transfer Protocol

◆ 25 Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
(SMTP)
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number as four sets of a number between

0 and 256, all separated by periods. As for

the transport method, that’s usually

TCP/IP but it can be something called

User Datagram Protocol, or UDP. UDP is

used less often, largely because it’s not

particularly reliable, but, well, it is rather

easy to implement.

Now, when a computer requests service, it

specifies the destination machine and

port. The destination responds with an

acknowledgement that it received the

request and a queue for the connection.

The source computer then responds with

its own acknowledgement, which allows

the connection between the two servers to

actually open. It’s a three-part handshak-

ing process. Technically, the three parts

can be described as a) the initial comput-

er sends a SYN packet and tracking

number, b) the destination computer

replies with a SYN packet and its own

Continues on page 38

Now, TCP/IP supports 65,535 ports but

only the first 1023 are privileged. You

usually need to be a system administrator

to affect these ports. Next, ports up to

49151 are registered ports, for applica-

tions that need standardized access on the

system. The ports above that point are

treated as dynamic and private ports, with

little support from the network.

Given the huge range of ports available, it

should be fairly apparent that unless you

have some monstrous computer server,

most of the services are not going to be in

use. Most computers on the Internet run

using just the well-known ports.

So, when a computer wants to request

some service from some other computer,

it must specify the destination and the

method of transport. Usually, we think of

the destination as that Internet address;

many of us would easily recognize the IP



tracking number, and c) the initial comput-

er replies with an ACK packet and the sec-

ond tracking number incremented by one.

That’s a lot of work to do before you even

exchange data!

After all that, however, you do have a full

duplex transmission. And it will continue

until the data communi-

cation between the two

becomes habitually cor-

rupted, or the connection

times out, or one of the

computers initiates anoth-

er three-part handshake,

this time with FIN termi-

nation requests instead of

the SYN synchronization

requests.

For all this to occur, the

port has to be “open” or

activated to communi-

cate. A computer that

receives a request for a

closed port will discard

that request. An open port

looks first for RST reset

packets, then for ACK

acknowledgement pack-

ets, and finally for SYN

synchronization packets.

Back to port scanning. A

port scanner looks at the

TCP/IP stack and tries

to find all the ports that

are listening for information. Different

types of port scanners can be found,

including many open source programs. I’m

going to discuss generic features of what

these scanners can do.

The easiest option is usually to just scan the

whole computer. Of course, if you were try-

ing to protect yourself from a port scanner,

you’d probably try to stop this scanning

technique from unauthorized computers. A

serious hacker probably wouldn’t use a

blunt instrument like this.

More subtle options include sending a

FIN or a SYN packet, as though a com-

munication was being terminated or syn-

chronized. The destination computer

responds as expected and can reveal that a

service is on that port.

Now, the things I just described are rather

passive in their approach. A

port scanner can actually be

more malicious. The port

scanner could actually allow

you to manipulate and con-

figure the header of the

TCP/IP packet. This will

trick the destination com-

puter into thinking that

the packet comes from

another location or is

intended to do something

rather mundane. On a

poorly set up system,

such manipulated packets

could be used to insert

malicious code, such as

Trojans and bad over-

flows, in order to create

an opening in a network.

A packet sniffer doesn’t

even have to address your

ports specifically, like a port

scanner does. One can fre-

quently determine the oper-

ating system of a destination

computer by simply looking

at the packet emanating

from the computers themselves. Different

operating systems have different character-

istics. For example, Windows NT usually

has packets of 44 bytes while Linux has

packets of 60 bytes. 

Just determining the operating system or

the services running of course doesn’t

mean that someone has broken into your

system. However, it can be rather reveal-

ing. Look at the example services I listed.

Webonomics 101 
continued from page 35

Let’s say a hacker can determine from port

scanning and sniffing that you’re running

a Web server on port 80, that you’re run-

ning on Windows NT and that you have

some secure Web service running on port

443. The hacker may also notice that you

have telnet available on port 23. 

It won’t take long for the hacker to start

exploiting common weaknesses at these

particular spots.

Now, if you had the option to configure

these ports, you might want to configure

them to run on alternative ports. You may

need to alter how others or your employ-

ees access the networks, but you will at

least be running off of the most well

known ports and add a small layer to dis-

suade less persistent hackers.

In future articles, we’ll look at some of the

most common exploits once a hacker

starts peeking at your computer. is

M E L V I N  M .  S O R I A N O works at

Eagle Rock Information Systems (ERIS),

an Internet Application Service Provider

and WebWizard/MultiValue developer.

ERIS has deployed enterprise-wide solu-

tions on most MultiValue platforms and

operating systems. HTM-Mel can be con-

tacted at mel@eriscorp.com and visited at

http://www.eriscorp.com/. You can always

call him directly at ERIS’s Pasadena

offices: (626) 535-9658.
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writes the DTD and the complete XML
document to the dictionary of the file, to
be copied to any networked system.

The programs themselves are a bit too long
to be printed here, and in any case, you
want them in electronic form to import.
For the complete source code, send me an
email at steve@vanarsdale.com, and I’ll
send a copy of the program code that gen-
erated the following XML document (or
another program that produces a more
comprehensive DTD containing attribute
definitions, conversions, and correlatives
for the attributes). In any case, this is a
no-strings attached offer;
you should take it, even if
only to orient yourself.
XML is the language of
the future... “linga franca”
according to one note-
worthy MV expert. It’s as
natural as multi-value,

XML filename item-list WITH sel-criteria

BY sort-criteria USING dictionary attr-

list (options) 

The program will generate an XML docu-
ment, fully compatible with Microsoft
browsers and all other XML-compatible
software, stored in the target file dictionary
as “XML.DOC”. For an example, see the
text on page 22. 

The actual MultiValue XML generator
program is very simple. First the XML pro-
gram converts the command into a sort
select and executes it. Then the program
calls a subroutine that executes another
program to analyze the dictionary attribute
definitions, MAPping a simple DTD.
Next the program FLAPs the DTD onto
the data, constructing an XML item from
each MV item. Then SNAP, the program

( 3 0 3 )  7 5 5 - 1 1 0 2

w w w . f i t z l o n g . c o m

Fitzgerald & Long

A FILE  ANALYSIS  AND S IZ ING TOOL

Automated file maintenance
for UniVerse and Unidata files
is essential for top system per-
formance (UNIX & NT).

D Y N A M I C  F I L E S  N E E D  
M A I N T E N A N C E  T O O

• Client/Server architecture

• Windows interface

• Both static and dynamic files

• Detect file corruption

• Improve system performance

• Resize your files automatically

• Join our 2,275+ customers

S T E V E  V A N A R S D A L E

is a contract project manager and multi-value advo-

cate working near Chicago. He can be reached at

steve@vanarsdale.com. 

and just as obvious. Proponents say that
eventually XML will replace EDI, and be
used by everything and everybody,
including you.

Let’s hope that it doesn’t take as long as

it’s taking MultiValue. Arguing with

conventional database people about MV

is still fun but it’s getting a little boring.

At the end of the debate, MV gets the tro-

phy, but the other guy goes home with

the prom queen. At least with XML,

you’re already dancing with her. The

rest of the world are already MV users,

and just don’t know it. IMHO =/srv

IMHO
Continued from page 23
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◆ Deployment
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Want control over the changes 
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so that the alphabetic label sec-

tions are themselves in alpha-

betic order for ease of editing.

System usage and I/O never

were a problem and are certain-

ly not a problem now.

Other versions of Basic allow

each subroutine to be a sepa-

rately edited area of the pro-

gram while still being part of

the main program. Thus,

using their editor, you can see

the names of these routines in

alphabetical order and choose

which one to edit in a new

screen. In theory, it doesn’t

really matter where the sub-

routines are or what they’re

called because the compiler replaces their

labels with absolute address references.

Another point that was brought up was

the concept of running out of alphabetic

names to label the lines with. I’ve seen the

REPEAT or NEXT statements have a

label called THE.REPEAT which removed

the possibility of another REPEAT using

the same label name. Not all systems sup-

port CONTINUE, which solved labeling

the REPEATs.

Some may argue that GOSUB UPDATE.

RECORD is more useful than GOSUB

900 or GOSUB 900 ;* UPDATE

RECORD. It’s all based on where you

came from and who taught you your ini-

tial set of MV skills. Obviously if that

teacher crucified you for a technique, you

were quick to lose it. If you’re exposed to

only one set of programs for your applica-

tion, then you can develop your skills

based on the examples found there.

I estimate that I’ve followed roughly 40

different MV programmers that preceded

me on my many clients’ systems. This has

given me plenty of examples to ignore

and/or learn from. The worse are truly

guilty of the excessive GOTO and misla-

beling of lines as they appear to not under-

stand all the programming tools that they

could use. The better ones show a clearly

laid out plan for their programs with con-

sistent sections and nomenclature. 

Bottom line on GOTO’s: While the whip-

ping boy for many vocal programmers, there

are many more who use them properly and

will continue as long as they can. It isn’t as

potentially dangerous as the RETURN TO

statement which implies the obvious. I have

yet to see a program of significance that

doesn’t have at least one GOTO. is

M A R K  J O H N S O N is a 23+

year veteran of the MV database and has

worked on a variety of implementations.

He specializes in maintaining and enhanc-

ing legacy systems and is available for

contract, short and long term programming

projects in the New Jersey, New York and

Eastern Pennsylvania areas. He can be

reached at majprogramming@comcast.net

THE GOTO DEBATE 
Continued from page 19
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S
uccessful, thriving companies

take business analysis seriously,

driving the growing need for busi-

ness intelligence (BI) and online analytical

processing (OLAP) tools. Management

Information Tools, Inc. has taken advan-

tage of this mounting industry trend,

answering the cry from end users and

VARs by continuing to enhance its MITS

BI/OLAP product suite. Today, MITS is

firmly established as the MultiValue mar-

ket leader and provider of an easy-to-use,

yet powerful and flexible, business analy-

sis solution.

Since its inception over seven years ago,
Management Information Tools Inc.
(MITI) has remained faithful to its formula:
to provide relevant data in a thoughtfully
constructed format, within an easy-to-access
system. The company has dedicated itself to
making information easy to understand and
manage for businesses using MultiValue sys-
tems. It has remained steadfast in providing
a mainstream-like tool without the need for
high-end servers, a host of programmers,

[ SPECTRUM SPOTLIGHT]

MITS Embarks on an Era of Growth With 
Advancements, an Eager Market and Assertive Resell

The MITS BI/OLAP product suite is a complete business analysis solution for
gathering, managing, analyzing and distributing business data.

F O R  T H E  M U LT I VA L U E  F I L E

COMPANY: Management Information Tools Inc. (MITI)

HISTORY: Founded in 1995 by the company’s president, Pat Gilbrough

PRODUCT: MITS is a cross-platform, interactive reporting, business intelligence
and online analytical processing (OLAP) suite of products specifically optimized
for extended relational and MultiValue databases. The MITS tool is used by
hundreds of companies for gathering, managing, distributing, and analyzing
data for improved strategic and tactical decision-making.

HEADQUARTERS: Seattle, Wash.

E-MAIL: info@mitsonline.com

WEB: www.mitsonline.com
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ing Data in Irvine, Calif. MITI worked
closely with Raining Data to study mar-
keting ideas for D3 and the MITS tool.
MITI created a hypercube of all the D3
sites sold over a several year period,
enabling Raining Data to quickly analyze
the D3 sites by country, state, VAR, plat-
form, add-on product, etc. 

“Within a month after creating the MITS

hypercube for Raining Data, we were in

negotiations with Informix about the mar-

keting rights to MITS,” Pat Gilbrough,

president of MITI, adding that part of that

negotiation was a test of what the MITS

system could do. “The test was to create a

MITS hypercube of all the UniData and

UniVerse sites sold world-

wide over a several year peri-

od. Ironically, this was very

similar to the same MITS

hypercube created for Rain-

ing Data just weeks before.

The test for Informix went

well enough for them to take

on the product.”

Although both companies
were impressed by the dis-
coveries made when look-
ing at their own data with
MITS, it was Informix that
signed an exclusive agree-
ment to market, sell and
distribute the MITS tool
within the MultiValue mar-
ket in January 2000. Very
soon afterward, IBM
acquired Informix and
MITI officially began its
IBM marketing relation-
ship. IBM retained the
MITI group of experi-

enced engineers as its development team,
while IBM’s U2 resellers took over MITS
sales and support. With more time and
resources to dedicate to MITS develop-
ment, MITS engineers were able to add
key components and greatly enhance all
aspects of the product suite over the
last two years.

extensive training, and subse-
quent financial outlays that
make most OLAP and BI
solutions cost-prohibitive. 

This low cost, high per-
formance MITS solution
seems to be in the right
place at the right time.
Today, the company finds
itself in a high-growth
mode with a market eager
for the power of business
intelligence and an expand-
ing reseller channel excited
about the product’s new
advancements. And now

that a two-year marketing
relationship with IBM is
shifting gears, MITI finds
itself back in the driver’s
seat of its own destiny.

IBM Marketing of
MITS

MITI began like most MultiValue soft-
ware firms in the mid-1990s: a small but
dedicated group of developers working
day and night from one release to anoth-
er; from its first beta installations to serv-
icing many new installed sites. With a core
set of customer successes under its belt in
1999, MITI caught the attention of Rain-

New Technology
ler Channel 

MITS: More Than a
Sales Analysis Tool 
The ideal MITS user is a business that

produces too much data to analyze with a

regular two-dimensional report. “Our

customers are looking for a tool to help

them use their massive amounts of gener-

ated data to their advantage,” Gilbrough

said. “MITS helps them to quickly ana-

lyze trends within the data itself.” 

Gilbrough explained that MITS’ suc-

cess comes from its proficiency in

reporting quickly from large amounts

of data and being able to compare

information summarized from different

periods.

Although MITS has been highly suc-

cessful in automating sales analysis

reports, there are many other business-

critical applications as well:

◆  MITS is used by managers of a

large credit collection company to per-

form up-to-the-minute analysis of the

activities of hundreds of collection

agents by using the continuous trans-

formation feature of MITS.

◆  A division of eBay uses MITS to

analyze buyers and sellers participating

in high-end auctions.

◆  A MITS system was used by Eliza-

beth Arden Salons to analyze the recur-

ring business of customers using sales

transactions and comparing what serv-

ices the customers used.

◆  MITS has begun to expand into the

public sector, including public safety

entities such as 911, fire, police, ambu-

lance, and schools, especially higher

education.

◆  Other analysis areas include manu-

facturing production, food produc-

tion, payroll, inventory control,

accounts receivable, and more.

“MITS has been
a huge factor in
attracting new

accounts to
AdvancedWare,

and in fact,
played a key

role in at least
25 percent of

our new 
customers last
year alone.”

-Paul Batten, Advanced-
Ware Corporation

Continues on page 42



Coming Full Circle

Prior to assigning the exclusive marketing

rights of MITS to IBM/Informix two years

ago, MITI worked directly with its end

users, handling all aspects of the imple-

mentation from initial installation to con-

sulting, hypercube creation and on-going

support. The “exclusive” clause on MITI’s

marketing and sales agreement with IBM

ended as of December 31, 2002, and

Gilbrough is enthusiastic about the future

growth of the MITS business intelligence

product line.

“The good news is that in addition to hav-

ing resellers like IBM, we have the freedom

to once again work with the MITS mar-

ketplace directly,” Gilbrough said. “We’ve

always enjoyed servicing our customers

and know we do it well—so we are looking

forward to doing this again. We’re also

eager to work more closely with MITS

VARS and help them manage and maxi-

mize the potential of their MITS projects.”

Gilbrough also said it was an enlightening

experience to work so closely with the U2

group at Informix and then IBM. “The

caliber, financial power and in some cases,

the market share of MultiValue VARs is

very impressive, and gave us a feeling that

the MultiValue marketplace is on solid

ground for the foreseeable future,” he

commented.

MITS Matures 

During its development drive over the last

seven years, MITS has evolved into the

robust OLAP/BI solution it is today. One

of the most strategic product develop-

ments came early last year, with the intro-

duction of MitsWeb, a Windows-based

gateway and set of extensions that allow a

user to explore MITS applications in a

standard browser environment. Within the

last year, MitsWeb has also evolved from a

standalone browser server to a solution

that interfaces with Microsoft Internet

Information Server and/or Apache on

Windows or UNIX systems, using either

Web server as a proxy.
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IBM VAR AdvancedWare Integrates 
MITS Into Its Core Product Offerings

J U S T  O N E  Y E A R  A F T E R  I N T E G R AT I N G the MitsWeb compo-

nent into its AWSalesReports product offering, AdvancedWare Corporation, an IBM Value-

added Reseller of UniData, UniVerse, RedBack and MITS products and services, has become

one of the leading resellers of the MITS OLAP/BI product suite.

“We’re seeing AdvancedWare sell a MITS system every 18 days,” said Pat

Gilbrough, president of Management Information Tools Inc. (MITI). “The com-

pany is setting a phenomenal pace, and it’s a direct result of AdvancedWare’s

aggressive commitment to help its U2 customer base implement emerging, best-

of-breed technologies for their unique environments.”

AdvancedWare uses MITS as the engine behind its data warehousing product,

AWSalesReports, and integrates it with ERP applications that run on UniData or

UniVerse, including Avanté, DataFlo, ManFact, and many others. Using the

MitsWeb graphical browser interface, AdvancedWare customers can quickly and

easily review sales information for regions, sales reps, product lines, customers,

specific products, and more. The turnkey solution includes the combination of

products and services to install and implement the BI technology, as well as fully

integrate it with U2 business applications. 

AdvancedWare, a four-year-old company based in Irvine, Calif., triumphed early

on as an IBM reseller by focusing its expertise on integrating both real-time

browser and mobile handheld solutions with U2 database systems. “The MITS

solution was a natural fit for our company because of its browser capabilities in

MitsWeb,” said Paul Batten, vice president of Marketing and Business Develop-

ment at AdvancedWare. “We had been watching the development of MITS for

quite some time, but it was important to us that it be browser-based. When

MitsWeb became available, we eagerly joined in as an early beta site and developed

AWSalesReports from there.”

Batten said his customer base had been asking for a browser-enabled data ware-

house solution for quite some time, so it wasn’t a surprise that sales came fast and

easy. “MITS has been a huge factor in attracting new accounts to AdvancedWare,

and in fact, played a key role in at least 25 percent of our new customers last year

alone,” he said. “The MITS product suite has accelerated growth for our company,

and we’re forecasting even more sales in 2003 for our AWSalesReports product.”

AdvancedWare provides all of the services and support required to fully integrate

MitsWeb into a UniData or UniVerse application, ensuring a successful deploy-

ment for each customer. “The best thing about MITS is that you can build and

deploy a complete data warehouse in one-third the time it would take with other

competing products,” Batten said. “Unlike other reporting tools, MITS doesn’t

require you to transform the data into a separate environment. It’s the perfect com-

bination of business intelligence technology integrated with U2 environments.”
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MITS developers have also been busy
developing the new jBASE port—with a
planned release for early 2003. jBASE
joins UniVerse, UniData, D3 and mvEN-
TERPRISE as the list of MultiValue data-
bases on which MITS is ported. MITS
runs with all of these databases in a
mature Windows desktop or Web brows-
er environment.

“Now that MITS is firmly established as
the standard Business Intelligence tool
for MultiValue databases, we have been
working on taking the product one step
further and opening it up to any ODBC
compliant data source,” he said.

Gilbrough revealed that the company has
even more enhancements planned for
2003, including a new reporting product
available on both MultiValue and non-
MultiValue systems.

“This new product, with an internal name
of ’Report Tool,’ will have many features
for MultiValue and non-MultiValue
users,” he explained. “These include
report generation, PDF generation, use of
any report as a data source, MITS hyper-
cube interface, report archiving, Web,
XML, Excel, desktop report viewing and
manipulation, desktop dispatch, data
extraction and movement, among oth-
ers.” Although MITI will market Report
Tool as an add-on product like MITS,
Gilbrough said it would also be structured
as a solution that VARs can easily tightly
integrate into their vertical offerings. 

What MITS Is, and What It Isn’t

Gilbrough believes that MITS’ unique
architecture has been a blessing, yet some-
times a curse. “MITS is definitely a one-
of-a-kind product within the MultiValue
marketplace, but this has its advantages
and disadvantages,” he said. “The advan-
tage is that there are no other products
that perform the same function on a Mul-
tiValue system, so if someone needs a
native OLAP solution, MITS is it. The
disadvantage is that there is no other
product to directly compare it to and that

Continues on page 45



the ideal choice for Access. Paul Leong
explained: “Compass’ imaging solution
was a ‘best fit’ for Access Software. The
implementation and follow-up support
offering, coupled with a familiar technol-
ogy platform, were deciding factors in
choosing Compass.”

According to Compass president and
CEO John Walsh, “The integration of the
document imaging with the AIRPAX
application demonstrates the power and
ease of use of our extensive API library.
The Compass Document Management
solution includes a comprehensive 
collection of over 100 high-level MultiValue
BASIC subroutines that may be easily 
integrated into any application. For example,
with a single subroutine call, a collection
of images may be retrieved from a 
storage sub-system, cached to a local
workstation hard disk, decompressed
and displayed.” 

Walsh continued, “Working with partners
such as Access is an excellent way to
deliver added value to our mutual cus-
tomers. Anytime we can provide the end
users with a fully integrated, seamless
solution, it is an optimal situation.
Accessing documents from within a
familiar, existing application greatly
reduces the implementation and training
time, and improves day to day operation
and workflow.” 

Leong summed it up: “Our customers
understand it’s an important addition to
their system when we present it to them.
But they do not fully realize document
management’s potential benefit to their
entire operation until they see it in action
at their location. The question we usually
hear following implementation is ’Why didn’t
you offer this to me six months ago?’” ■
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newsmakers
Compass and

Access Software
Partner to Bring
Integrated Document
Management to the
Aviation Industry

▲

COMPASS COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC.,
based in Garden City, N.Y., announced a
strategic partnership with Access Soft-
ware to deliver integrated document
management solutions to the aviation
industry. 

Access Software develops and markets
the AIRPAX application, one of the lead-
ing aviation software solutions on the
market today. Originally designed in 1987
to meet the specific needs of the aviation
industry, AIRPAX is a relational database
management system bundled with two
distinct yet tightly integrated software
modules: a Sales Module designed for
Aftermarket Part Sales Organizations, and
a Repair Module designed for FAA Certi-
fied Repair Stations. The software lever-
ages the many strengths of a MultiValue
environment.

Extending the AIRPAX system to include
document management capabilities was
critical for Access. According to Paul Leong,
Access Software’s president, “Aviation sup-
port and service companies are required
to keep documentation for traceability.
The integrated imaging 
solution’s value is in the security and
easy access to these documents from
within the AIRPAX application.”

Compass Computer Solutions Inc., a
leading provider of document imaging
systems for the MultiValue industry, was
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makes it harder for us to explain exactly
what MITS does.” 

Gilbrough said that a common misconcep-
tion is that MITS is a report generator like
other products entering the MultiValue
market. The difference, he explained, is that
MITS is a true online analytical processing
tool, whereas a report generator will simply
perform a query on an existing file and pres-
ent the results.

MITS extracts data from a MultiValue sys-
tem and places this extracted data into a
specially designed OLAP file structure (a
hypercube) — all of which is native to
MultiValue. This OLAP file system is usu-
ally on the same system as the source data.
The MITS GUI tools (MitsView or
MitsWeb with a browser) are then used to
present “FLASH” screens from the OLAP
data. The biggest differences? With MITS,
data is presented in a matter of seconds,
even when dealing with source files that

have millions of records, in addition to the
ability to drill down into the results in an
interactive manner.

“When using a report generator, present-

ing information usually means establishing

a query to sort, select and format a report

at the time the user needs it,” Gilbrough

said. “The problem with this, as we have

all experienced, is that it can take several

minutes to several hours to produce a sin-

gle output. Once the output is delivered,

the user makes another query based on

information just learned from the first

report. This whole cycle may take days

when dealing with significant amounts of

data. MITS handles this kind of informa-

tion reporting within seconds and does so

in an ‘interactive reporting’ manner that is

intuitive and very easy to use.”

How does MITS differ from other OLAP
products used in the MultiValue market?

Gilbrough explained that the other prod-
ucts, like Cognos PowerPlay, need to extract
data through an ODBC interface, then
move the data to a different system using
non-MultiValue databases. “MITS performs
a native extraction using the data dictionary
processing features of MultiValue, requires
no ODBC and is usually hosted on the same
computer as the source data, thus requiring
no additional hardware or foreign databas-
es,” he continued. “Setting up access to the
MITS OLAP data is as simple as any other
connection to the MultiValue system.”

And finally, pricing sets MITS apart from

its competitors. “We intentionally priced

MITS for the MultiValue marketplace, so

the investment is a fraction of the cost of

non-MultiValue solutions offering less

functionality and much more complexity,”

Gilbrough concluded.  is
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Assure The Protection Of Your Data With
Easy-FileSave Electronic Archiving Service
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The Problem:
Backups Not Done Right

Getting your data archived and off-
site by yourself with 100% certainty
just does not happen.  In distrib-
uted environments, there are too
many people who don’t do their
jobs because archiving is not as
“important” as day-to-day tasks.  In
addition, there are vacations and
other exceptions.  Finally, even with
the best of plans, there are the
problems of inappropriate storage,
failed equipment, and accidents.

Centralization and
Redundancy Needed

The only way to assure that all data
is backed up and safely off-site is
to make one agency responsible
for all data archiving, and make
sure that they have a plan redun-
dant enough to deal with all con-
tingencies.

The Benefits We Provide

Making sure you get daily, reliable,
off-premises data archiving is the
first step in any good disaster plan.
Only a single responsible agency
can produce certainty.

� Archive any server or client

� Automatic process

� Minutes Long Archiving

� Triple, and remote redun-
dancy

� Checked every day by pro-
fessional administrators

� Data recovery telephone sup-
port

� Special needs taken care of

A Surprisingly
Affordable Price

Because our system is heavily au-
tomated, and uses a sparse
amount of bandwidth, we provide
archiving service at a surprisingly
low cost.  For most customers, only
the following monthly costs apply:

1. A per site equipment service fee
of $100.

2. A per server or client fee of $20
per month per machine man-
aged.

3. A charge of $20 per gigabyte ac-
tually archived, based upon
peak archiving needs of the site
in any month.

Setup charges will vary based
upon special requirements, but
begin at $2,000 for systems with
mirrored 120gb drives, capable of
holding up to 40gb of archivable
data.

Call Us

Our business is making sure your
data is reliably backed up.  Call us
to turn your suspect archiving pro-
cesses into peace of mind at no
more cost.  Alternatively, visit our
web site to learn more about Easy-
FileSave.

Our Five-Step
Archiving Process

Our process for backing up your
critical data has 5 stages:

1. Automatic processes kick off on
your various servers and clients,
to mirror all changes to the
archiving server we install on
your premises. Electronic mirror-
ing typically reduces file-save
times by 75% to 95% versus
magnetic tape.

2. Once we have detected comple-
tion of the first stage, our server
makes local compressed
archive copies of your data, typi-
cally storing the last 3 days, last
4 weeks, and last 3 months im-
ages on its high-capacity drives.

3. The current image is intelligently
remirrored via encrypted trans-
mission to a server in one of our
three remote, secure data facili-
ties.

4. A compressed archive image is
produced, and stored on an-
other server in the same remote
facility.

5. The process is checked daily by
an administrator for accuracy
and reasonableness.  He/she
will call you about unexplainable
anomalies.

The elegance of this approach
comes from appropriate response
to disaster.  Data is off premises
and protected for the less than 1%
of disasters that are catastrophic,
but on-premises for the 99% that
are life’s little problems.

A broad range of failures are rap-
idly recovered from, aided by our
assistance in appropriate data re-
covery.
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If information is the most 

valuable asset a company has,

why is it so hard to get the data

when you need it and how you

need it? Now it’s easy. The

MITS Interactive Reporting 

System uses OLAP Business 

Intelligence technology to 

provide you with access to 

information hidden in your 

company’s existing  MultiValue

database. MITS is fast, simple

and flexible enough for 

everyone in your company 

to use. It can be customized 

for any user or summarized 

for management. And MITS 

is affordable. It can be 

used without additional

hardware because it’s designed

to run on your MultiValue

computer system.

Use MITS and within seconds,
your MultiValue data becomes an interactive report in the 

hands of those who

Have you spent years putting data into your computer system and now spend days getting the data out?

NEED IT
MOST.

www.mitsonline.com

For more information contact:
Management Information Tools, Inc.

206-789-8313

Or visit the MITS website at:


